
Product Information

The product’s liquid content  
must be two thirds full.  

Returned consignments  
must be correctly stamped  

and proof of purchase  
(invoice) included.

Contact: Sales +49 841 635-11607, Research & Development +49 841 635-55, info@dr-wack.com, www.dr-wack.com

The regular use of a vehicle can cause dirt and stains to occur on cushions or carpets. Conventional 
cushion foam cleaners do not clean cushions or carpets completely. Unpleasant odours are only  
covered and return after some time.

Vacuum coarse dirt away. Shake the can well before use. Spray the whole soiled surface and let 
react up to 5 minutes. Sporadic use produces a patchy or spotty end result, as it leads to obvious 
differences between the appearance of those areas which have been cleaned and those which are 
still untreated. Clean THOROUGHLY with a damp microfibre cloth, terry towel or a sponge. To com-
pletely eliminate any trace of dissolved and deep-penetrating dirt particles from the upholstery, you 
will need to use ample PRESSURE during application. Simply wiping over the surface will have min-
imal effect. Turn the cloth or sponge frequently as you clean and rinse out occasionally. Repeat this 
process several times until the dirt particles have been fully removed from the upholstery. Ideally, 
the surface should be wiped down using the moist cloth or sponge until there is no further foaming. 
Wipe the cleaned surfaces with a clean, dry cloth. Cleaner residuals (formation of residual foam) can 
simply be brushed away or vacuumed off. Repeat this procedure, if required. 

Note: Store the can in a frost-protected place.

For all upholstered fabrics (fabrics, velours, Alcantara, ...), carpets  
and car mats, door and side trim panels with vinyl covers, upholstery 
slipcovers, headliner, …

50 % stronger cleaning - With odour remover

•  The newly developed formula containing innovative cleaning components is even effective on 
even the most stubborn stains such as cola, coffee, ketchup, shoe polish etc., but is also gentle 
on all materials

•  With integrated odour killer. Removes unpleasant odours completely from the fabric instead  
of simply covering them up. Effective even on spilled milk!

• Easy and effective application, thanks to the superior dosage control

• Color-refreshing cleaning effectDr. Wack
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